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Abstract: 

            Detection of phishing websites is an 
interesting research issue in the field of 
knowledge and data engineering. Identification of 

phishing is a complex task because of false 
positive cases while verifying the income 
requests. Most of the today’s detection models 
follow blacklist/white list models or verifying the 
incoming url parameters. In this paper we are 
proposing an efficient hybrid model for detection / 
analyzing of incoming url with blacklist and 
classification model. We are improving the 
machine learning model with average value 
injection with unavailable parameters in the 

training dataset. Our model gives more efficient 
results than traditional model. 

INTRODUCTION 

                   Phishing is a security fraud attack 
against on usernames, passwords, and credit card 
details by using emails or any other electronic 
communication. This attack has multiple methods 

spear phishing, whaling, clone phishing by using 
personal information of users.As the utilization of 
web applications for basic administrations has 
expanded, the number and complexity of assaults 
against web application has developed tool [1][2]. 
A progression of qualities of online applications 
make them an important focus for an assailant. 
Initially,  

 

 

 

 

 

web applications are regularly intended to be 
generally available.  

To be sure, by structure, they are quite 
often reachable through firewalls and a 
noteworthy piece of their usefulness is accessible 
to unknown clients. Along these lines, they are 

viewed as the best section point for the trade-off 
of computer networks. Second, online applications 
frequently interface with back-end segments, for 
example, centralized computers and item 
databases, which may contain delicate 
information, for example, Mastercard data. 
Thusly, they become an alluring objective for 
attackers who go for picking up a monetary 
benefit. Third, the innovation used to execute, test, 
and communicate with online applications is 
modest, surely understood, and generally 

accessible.[3] In this manner, attackers can 
without much of a stretch create devices that 
uncover and consequently misuse vulnerabilities. 

Different elements add to make web 
applications a favored objective for attackers. For 
instance, probably the most well-known dialects 
used to create electronic applications are right 
now simple enough to enable beginners to begin 
composing their very own applications, at the 
same time, simultaneously, they don't give a far 
reaching, simple to-utilize set of systems that help 
the development of secure applications. This issue 
is especially hard to unravel. Truth be told, while 
the foundation segments, for example, web servers 

and programs, are normally created by 
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experienced programmers with strong security 
abilities and inspected by a huge engineer group, 
the application-explicit code is regularly created 
under exacting time imperatives by couple of 

programmers with little security preparing. As a 
result, helpless code is made accessible on the 
web[4][5]. 

RELATED WORK 

Hackers are coming up with different types of 
techniques some of techniques to prevent phishing 
as shown below: 

 Spam mails are one of the technique for 
phishing, spam filters can be used to prevent 

and the filters are works on the origin of the 
messages.[6] Browser settings should be 
changed to prevent fraud websites and block 
the spam sites. 

 There are different sites require image of the 
user to enter the website and that addresses 
should be blocked. This type of System may 
open the security attacks. 

 Changes in browsing habits are required to 

prevent phishing. If verification is required, 
always contact the company personally before 
entering any details online. 

 By and large, messages sent by a 
cybercriminals are conceal so they seem, by 
all accounts, to be sent by a business whose 

administrations are utilized by the beneficiary. 
A bank won't request individual data through 
email or suspend your record on the off chance 
that you don't refresh your own subtleties 
inside a specific timeframe. Most banks and 
budgetary organizations likewise as a rule give 
a record number or other individual subtleties 
inside the email, which guarantees it's 
originating from a dependable source[7]. 

There are some researches are done by some 
authors to prevent phishing.In [10] talked about a 
Knowledge Base Compound scheme which is 

based on request tasks and parsing strategies to 
counter these web attacks by methods for the 
internet browser itself. In this framework, they 
anticipated to investigate the web URLs preceding 

visit the bona fide site, subsequently, while to 
offer security adjoining web attacks uncovered 
previously. This strategy utilizes diverse parsing 
activities and inquiry handling which utilized 
different strategies to recognize the phishing 
attacks just as other web attacks[8].  

Along these lines referenced technique is 
completely based on task through the program and 
hence just impacts the speed of perusing. This 
technique likewise grasps slithering task to see the 
URL subtleties to beneficial expand the exactness 
of revelation of a bargained site. By methods for 
the proposed system, a novel program can 
basically sees the phishing attacks, SSL attacks, 

and other hacking attacks. By methods for the 
utilization of this program strategy, they could 
only accomplished more security beside phishing 
just as other online attacks[9][10]. 

Even though various traditional models proposed 
by various authors from years of research, every 
model has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
We can’t completely rely on simple blacklist 
collection which maintained by the server. It 
usually consists of domain names or ip address 
which we should not allow. Some of the server 
depends on the direct match of protocol, query 
string and other sub domain and url parameters. 
Static evaluation is complex to evaluate the url 

and simple machine learning model fails when 
data is inconsistent. We need little preprocessing 
work to resolve such issues. 

Disadvantages: 

 It Simply depends on the Black/white list 

of urls 

 It shows the theoretical implementation 

only 
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 Semantic comparison may not give the 

optimal results 

    This work gives theoretical implementation 
analysis only and did not suggest any specific 
machine learning model to analyze the new 
sample or incoming request. 

Advantages: 

 We can’t simple depends on the blacklist/ 

white list of the urls 

 It will analyze the new sample or incoming 

request also 

 Simple and efficient than traditional 

models of manual and cluster 

implementations 

Disadvantges : 

 There is no practical implementation to 

show the results 

 It fails if the some of the parameters re not 

available in dataset 

 Ignoring the black/white list ay reduce the 

accuracy of results 

Proposed Work: 

                        We are proposing an efficient 
hybrid model for detection or classification 
url(s) in the phishing. Our models initially 
verified the black list collection which 
configured by server. If it satisfies the master 
black list collection, checks for the page rank 
or number of hits per day. We maintain a 
threshold value for the incoming url, if it 
matches with minimum threshold value in the 
page rank collection, it moves to classification 
model. Classification model analyzes the 

sample collection by forwarding it to training 
sample with the various parameters like type 
of protocol, number of data packets and query 
string parameters.  

 

 

Testing sample 

(IP address,Port 

no,packet size and 

protocol) 

 

    Black List 

White list / 

Page rank 

Classifier 

 

 Classified     

result 
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The above structure shows set of sub modules 
which process the testing sample. Initially it can 

check with black for existence, if is found in the 
black list, we can ignore the node and consider it 
as anonymous node. White list contains list of 
authorized users and which meets the threshold 
value can be considered as authorized nodes. 
Classification module computes the various 
probability measures to analyze the testing 
sample. The following steps involved in the above 
two phases. 

Input: Testing sample T (IP address, port no, 
packet size and protocol) , Blacklist (B 
{b1,b2……bn}, Pageranklist(P {p1,p2….pn) 

Algorithm: 

 Step1:  Read Black list(B) and page rank list 

 Step2: anonymous_status:=false; 

         For each  node in  B 

               If  bi== Tipaddress  then 

                   Set anonymous_status:=true 

             End 

        Else  

               Continue loop 

                Next 

Step3:  if  anonymous_status:=true then 

                  For each node in P                           

                          If  pi!= Tipaddress   and no_of_hits < 
threshold 

                               Set anonymous_status:=true 

                         Else  

                            Continue loop 

                Next 

             End 

  Step4: exit                

Classification model: 

    Classification model analyze the testing sample 
by computing the initial probability, conditional 
probability and posterior probability. Initial 
probability computes the number of total positive 
decision labels with respect to all nodes in the 
training dataset and positive decision labels with 
respect to all nodes in the training dataset. 

 Initial probability  (pos) :=   no of positive 
decision labels / total no of nodes.  

 Initial probability  (neg) :=   no of negative 
decision labels / total no of nodes.  

Conditional probability(positive) : =  integral part 
of the probabilities of each positive attribute / 
attribute specific total no of nodes 

Conditional probability(negative) : =  integral part 
of the probabilities of each negative attribute / 
attribute specific total no of nodes 

Posterior probability :  

 Positive:  Initial probability  (pos) * Conditional 
probability(positive) 

 Negative: Initial probability  (neg) * Conditional 
probability(negative) 

           If Positive > Negative then node is 
anonymous. 

 

Algorithm to classify the vital information of the 
node: 

Sample space: set of node details 

H= Hypothesis that X is an node  information 

P(H/X) is our confidence that X is an node 
information (ipaddress,port,protocol and packets) 
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P(H) is Prior Probability of H, i.e., the probability 
that any given data sample is an agent regardless 
of its behavior 

P(H/X) is based on more information, P(H) is 
independent of X 

Estimating probabilities: 

P(X), P(H), and P(X/H) may be estimated 
from given data 

Bayes Theorem 

 

Steps Involved: 

1. Each data sample is of the type  

X=(xi) i =1(1)n, where xi is the values of X for 
attribute Ai 

2. Suppose there are m classes Ci, i=1(1)m.  

 X belongs to Ci iff 

P(Ci|X) > P(Cj|X) for 1<= j <= m , j!=i  

I.e. BC assigns X to class Ci having highest 
posterior probability conditioned on X  

The class for which P(Ci|X) is maximized is called 
the maximum posterior hypothesis. 

From Bayes Theorem 

3. P(X) is constant. Only need be maximized. 

 If class prior probabilities not known, then 
assume all classes to be equally likely 

 Otherwise maximize  P(X|Ci)P(Ci) 

P(Ci) = Si/S 

Problem: computing P(X|Ci) is unfeasible!  

4. Naïve assumption: attribute independence 

P(X|Ci) = P(x1,…,xn|C) = P(xk|C) 

5. In order to classify an unknown sample X, 
evaluate P(X|Ci)P(Ci) for each class Ci. Sample X 
is assigned to the class Ci iff P(X|Ci)P(Ci) > 
P(X|Cj) P(Cj) for 1<= j < m, j!=i  

          In the above classification algorithm, it 
computes the posterior probabilities of the input 

samples with respect to the data records in the 
training dataset over all positive and negative 
probabilities, analyzes the testing sample behavior  
with positive and negative probabilities 

Conclusion: 

  We have been concluding our current research 
work with a hybrid model of blacklist and 

improved naïve bayesian model .Classification 
model analyze the existing and new sample 
behavior. Our models initially verified the black 
list collection which configured by server. If it 
satisfies the master black list collection, checks for 
the page rank or number of hits per day. We 
maintain a threshold value for the incoming url, if 
it matches with minimum threshold value in the 
page rank collection. Our proposed model gives 
more efficient results than traditional models. 
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